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Abstract: In this paper, we present an all-in-one wafer-level solution for MMIC (monolithic
microwave integrated circuit) automatic testing. The OSL (open short load) two tier de-embedding,
the calibration verification model, the accurate PAE (power added efficiency) testing, and the
optimized vector cold source NF (noise figure) measurement techniques are integrated in this solution
to improve the measurement accuracy. A dual-core topology formed by an IPC (industrial personal
computer) and a VNA (vector network analyzer), and an automatic test software based on a three-level
driver architecture, are applied to enhance the test efficiency. The benefit from this solution is that
all the data of a MMIC can be achieved in only one contact, which shows state-of-the-art accuracy
and efficiency.

Keywords: wafer-level; MMICs automatic test; OSL de-embedding; calibration verification model;
dual-core topology

1. Introduction

MMICs (monolithic microwave integrated circuit) are the core components of sensors, radars,
and wireless communication systems, the performance of which decides the capability of the whole
system. Due to the imperfect yield of the former semiconductor process, after fabrication, wafer-level
function testing for each chip is indispensable in order to eliminate the rejects. Hundreds of chips
on one wafer may also have diverse application purposes. As a result, dozens of indicators are
needed to be evaluated, like the DC (direct-current) characteristics, S-parameter (scatter parameter)
and its derivatives, output power and PAE (power-added efficiency), spectrum and non-linearity,
noise parameters, etc. [1]. These ask the system to have the abilities of automatic test item switching
and high-speed measurement. Furthermore, with the development of semiconductor technology,
the MMICs’ performance, together with their highest operation frequencies and integration level,
keep rising [2–8], which require the automatic system to have stronger abilities. Traditional test systems
can either measure partial indicators of the MMICs or try to achieve the whole data by handling many
instruments with a complex switch system. However, this leads to laborious operation, poor accuracy,
and low speed. Traditional systems also ignore vector error correction, electromagnetic interference,
temperature drift, and so on [9–15]. They cannot meet the precision and speed requirement of today’s
5G communication, radars, safety inspection, and other mm-wave applications.

To solve the problems above, in this paper, we present an all-in-one wafer-level solution for
MMIC automatic testing. To optimize the measurement accuracy, the OSL (open short load) two tier
de-embedding [16–19], the calibration verification model, the accurate PAE testing, and the optimized
vector cold source NF (noise figure) measurement techniques are integrated in the solution [20–22].
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To improve the test efficiency, a dual-core topology formed by an IPC (industrial personal computer)
and a VNA (vector network analyzer), and an automatic test software based on a three-level driver
architecture are applied [23,24]. The benefit from this solution is that all the data of a MMIC can be
acquired in only one contact, which is much more accurate and efficient than traditional systems.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the main problems of the current MMICs
test. Section 3 demonstrates the improvements for measurement accuracy. Section 4 demonstrates the
improvements for measurement efficiency. Section 5 shows the whole system and verifies its validity
by measurement. In the final section, conclusions are drawn.

2. The Main Problems of the Current MMICs Test

Various MMICs are provided for different applications, like PA (power amplifiers),
LNA (low noise amplifiers), MFC (multifunction chips), attenuators, filters, limiters, and other active
or passive devices. According to different chip functions, the evaluation of dozens of indicators is
commonly inevitable, like the DC characteristics, S-parameter and its derivatives, output power and
PAE, spectrum and non-linearity, noise parameters, and so on. These indicators can be classified
as four main types: DC characteristics, S-parameter, power and non-linearity, together with noise
parameters. Typical MMIC test indicators and classification are shown in Table 1. These test indicators
with weak correlation bring a significant challenge for MMIC measurement. Figure 1 shows the setup
of the traditional test system. It is a mixture of scalar and vector measurements and a combination of
wideband and narrowband testing. It has four subsystems roughly combined by a complex switch
system. Table 2 shows different MMICs’ test indicators. Table 3 shows the four subsystems and
the corresponding instruments. It is certain that such a complicated system sacrifices accuracy and
efficiency for covering the whole test. The situation becomes even worse for the wafer-level case.

Table 1. Typical MMICs’ test indicators and classification.

Test Indicators Class

1 ID (Drain current) DC characteristics
2 IG (Gate current) DC characteristics
3 Pinch-off voltage DC characteristics
4 Overshoot DC characteristics
5 VSWRIn (Input standing-wave ratio) S-parameter
6 VSWROut (Output standing-wave ratio) S-parameter
7 Linear gain S-parameter
8 Phase S-parameter
9 POut (Output power) Power and non-linearity

10 GC (Gain compression) Power and non-linearity
11 PAE (Power added efficiency) Power and non-linearity
12 Spectrum and non-linearity Power and non-linearity
13 NF (Noise figure) Noise parameters
14 NFMin (Minimum noise figure) Noise parameters
15 RN (Noise resistance) Noise parameters
16 ΓOpt (Optimum source impendence) Noise parameters
17 Magnitude consistency Statistics
18 Phase consistency Statistics

Table 2. Different MMICs’ test indicators.

DC S-Parameter Power and Non-Linearity Noise

PA
√ √ √

×
LNA

√ √
×

√

MFC
√ √ √

×
Passive ×

√
× ×
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Table 3. Subsystem and their instruments.

Instruments

DC
1. DC power supply
2. DMM (digital multimeter)
3. Oscilloscope

S-parameter 4. VNA (vector network analyzer)

Power and non-linearity

5. SG (signal generator)
6. AWG (arbitrary waveform generator)
7. PM (power meter) and power sensor
8. SA (Spectrum analyzer)

Noise 9. Noise source
10. NFA (noise figure analyzer)

Number of instruments 10
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Figure 1. The traditional test system.
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In terms of accuracy, such a complicated system leads to poor stability and arduous calibration.
In the traditional system, only the S-parameter’s reference plane can be extended to the probe tips,
while others can only reach the coaxial plane. To correct this deviation, a simple scalar calculation
may be performed by using the direct loss subtraction method. Meanwhile, because of the principle
defects for power and noise testing, the system ignores the vector correction, switch repeatability,
clutter, etc. Although after careful calibration, there is still a large remaining error [25,26]. In terms
of speed, the system has to switch among each subsystem four times, the IPC needs to communicate
with each instrument frequently, and the response for the power sensor and Y-factor (hot/cold source)
noise measurement is always slow. All of these are time consuming, which can hardly be accepted for
productive tests.

The complete MMIC test process can be summarized in three steps: calibration, verification,
and measurement (Figure 2). The measurement errors come from three sources: system error, random
error, and drift error [27]. However, only the system error can be removed by calibration, the other two
can only be reduced by careful operation with a more accurate and compact system (shown in Table 4)

Table 4. Measurement errors and suppression means.

System Error Random Error Drift Error

Calibration
√

× ×
Verification

√ √ √

Automation ×
√ √
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Figure 2. Test process generalizations.

Additionally, researchers commonly focus on better calibration methods [28–30], but overlook the
verification step. They often verify the calibration by experience or even omit this step. An effective
verification can judge the validity of the calibration, determine abnormalities of system operation,
and guarantee the accuracy of the test data. Meanwhile, it must be conducted in a quantitative manner
independent from human factors.

It is quite necessary to develop a more powerful system to solve the defects of the traditional ones
and cover the complex measurement tasks. The system is aimed at supporting large-scale on-wafer
testing. Therefore, it must have the ability of working in CW (continues wave), pulsed, or other
modulation modes, and can perform precise testing of all the indicators in Table 1 in one contact.
Additionally, it should support full vector correction precisely to the probe tips. Furthermore, it needs
to be as simple as possible to reduce the complexity, improve the accuracy, and enhance the efficiency.
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3. The Improvements in Measurement Accuracy

In this paper, in order to enhance the measurement accuracy, the proposed solution takes the
commonly-neglected impacts, for instance, vector error correction, electromagnetic interference,
and temperature drift, into account. Furthermore, light of the different subsystems’ requirements,
the measurement accuracy of our solution is markedly improved by integrating the OSL two-tier
de-embedding, the calibration verification model, the accurate PAE testing, and the optimized vector
cold source NF measurement, and other advanced test techniques. We discuss these in detail below.

3.1. S-parameter Test

Standard calkits are always in the same connector type. However, when meeting the heterotype
connectors, calibration cannot be executed accurately. In an actual wafer-level test situation, only the
S-parameter’s reference plane is extended to the probe tips, and other indicators’ reference planes can
only reach the coaxial or waveguide plane. Traditional test systems either uses scalar correction. SF11

SF21SF12 − SF11SF22

SF22

 =

 1 ΓO ΓMO

1 ΓS ΓMS

1 ΓL ΓML


−1 ΓMO

ΓMS

ΓML

 (1)

SF21= ΓML (2)

SF22 =
ΓS(ΓML − ΓMO) + ΓO(ΓMS − ΓML)

ΓSΓO(ΓMS − ΓMO)
(3)

SF21SF12 =
(Γ S − ΓO)(ΓMO − ΓML)(ΓMS − ΓML)

ΓSΓO(ΓMS − ΓMO)
(4)

DelayOffset =
l
√

εr

c
, εr = 1.000649, c = 299792458m/s (5)

LossOffset| 1GHz =
dBLoss| 1GHzc

√
εrZ0

10log10(e)l
=

dBLossZ0

10log10(e)DelayOffset
√

f
(6)

αl =
(LossOffset )

(
DelayOffset

)
2(Z0,Offset )

√
f

109 , Z0,Offset = 50Ω (7)

βl = 2π f
(
DelayOffset

)
+ αl (8)

Γ′i = Γi × e−2γl , γ = α + jβ, i = Open, Short, Load (9)

which relies on direct loss subtraction method and ignores all vector factors, or even leaves
this deviation alone. This can hardly be adopted by mm-wave applications (Ka band or above)
or high-precision requirements. Therefore, we introduce the extended OSL de-embedding method
(Figure 3) to extract the S-parameter of probes or other heterotype connectors. Firstly, we calibrate at
the coaxial plane, then connect the probes and measure the on-wafer open, short, and load standards.
Γi are the given reflection coefficients of on-wafer standards, and ΓMi are the measured data at the
coaxial plane when the probes contact the standards. After acquiring these data, we use Equations (1)
to (4) to calculate the probes’ S-parameter. To solve the phase uncertainty in Equation (4), two external
conditions, reciprocity and Phase|0Hz = 0◦, are added. Then we can compensate the power vectorially
and extend all reference planes to the probe tips. For the non-ideal calkits with LossOffset (GΩ/s) and
DelayOffset (ps), we use the correction algorithm from Equations (5) to (9) to obtain the correction factor
e−2γl and the new reflection coefficient Γi’. In Figures 4 and 5, we use a 6 dB attenuator (Weinschel®

75A-06) as the DUT (device under test). We can see the calculated data are nearly the same with the
measured one. In this way, the valid frequency range of the OSL method is remarkably extended.
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It always perplexes the test operators whether the calibration is accurate enough and ready to
use. In the coaxial condition, we can test a precisely-manufactured golden unit or the verification
kit to validate its accuracy. However, it may not be suitable for on-wafer applications because of the
process corner fluctuation and the destruction to the test kits by each contact. Sometimes they only
test an open or a thru for simple verification. However, this method is not a quantitative way and
closely related to the operator’s experience. To overcome these defects, we introduce the delay line
model to verify the calibration. The π-shaped equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 6, in which the
delay line between two probes is indicated by the L and RSeries in series. The inductor L determines
the characteristic time τD. The RSeries indicates the series resistor of the delay line resistor RLine and
the two probes’ contact resistor RC, which should be small. The influence of the capacitors can be
ignored. When the calibration is completed, we put the probes on another delay line (not used in
calibration) with known τD to perform the S-parameter measurement, and then calculate the real τD

and RSeries from the model (Equations (10) to (15)). Finally, after comparing the difference between the
measured data and the nominal value, we can judge if the calibration is passed or not. Figure 7 shows
an example. After a DC–110 GHz calibration, we use a new thru with a 1 ps delay for verification.
We can see the characteristic time τD is nearly 1 ps and the series resistor RSeries is no more than
300 mΩ. In this condition, we confirm that the calibration is effective. The verification model provides
a quantitative manner to evaluate the calibration independent from experience.[

Y11 Y12

Y21 Y22

]
=

1
Z0Ψ

[
(1− S11)(1 + S22) + S12S21 −2S12

−2S21 (1 + S11)(1− S22)− S12S21

]
(10)

Ψ = (1 + S11)(1 + S22)− S12S21 (11)

ZA =
1

Y11 + Y12
, ZB = − 1

Y12
, ZC =

1
Y21 + Y22

(12)

ZB = RSeries + j2π f L (13)

RSeries = real(ZB) (14)

τD =
L

Z0
=

imag(ZB)

2π f Z0
(15)
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Figure 6. The equivalent circuit of delay line. (a) equivalent circuit, (b) π-shaped model.
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Figure 7. Calibration verification result. (a) delay in ps, (b) RSeries in Ω.

3.2. Power and Non-Linearity Test

PAE represents the key performance of PAs, and it is impacted by the output power and drain
current jointly. Its measurement accuracy is influenced by many factors. The traditional method
uses the SG and PM together with DMM to perform the scalar test (Table 3). Although this solution
can obtain the accurate value of the current, it cannot make a fully vector correction. Meanwhile,
PM only supports wideband power tests, which is easily interfered by the clutter near the test
frequency. Additionally, limited by the testing principle of PM, the response of the power sensor
is extremely slow when the power level is below –30 dBm, leading to communication timeout and
system collapse. The VNA uses a superheterodyne receiver, which provides a narrowband method
with a larger dynamic range and better accuracy. However, a sample resistor RSample, shown in
Figure 8, is introduced to obtain the drain current ID [31,32] and PAE based on Equations (16) and (17),
whose accuracy cannot be accepted. To settle these problems, we use a VNA to test the output power,
and collect the DC data from the VNA’s controller interface. The controller interface can control the
DMM, read back the DC data, and then show it on the VNA’s screen (Figure 9). After gathering all the
data, the VNA sends them to the IPC to precisely calculate the PAE. This plan can remarkably improve
the accuracy, speed, and stability. When a narrow-pulsed test is performed, or the current is larger
than 3 A, the current probe is used instead of the DMM. Assisted by our unique calibration technique,
the system can maintain the same accuracy.

ID =
α(VIn −VOut)

RSample
, α = 2 or 10 (16)

PAE =
POut − PIn
ID ×VD

× 100% (17)
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3.3. Noise Parameter Test

NF represents the key performance of LNAs. From Equations (18) and (19), we know NF is
strongly related to source match. Both the former Y-factor method and the VNA scalar method assume
the system Z0 is 50 Ω without considering the mismatch [33–35]. In reality, the result is mainly
impacted by the mismatched source, the reflection coefficient difference between cold and hot states,
and the uncertainty of ENR (excess noise ratio). Figure 10 gives the test result of an X-band LNA
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(1.2 dB NF, 26 dB gain and 1.8 VSWR) under different mismatched source conditions. Furthermore, for
its low speed, the Y-factor method is not suitable for production testing, and the scalar method is often
limited by the DUT’s gain. After careful comparison, we adopt the vector method for accurate NF
testing. Meanwhile, the ambient temperature also needs to be concerned for precise testing. The NF test
result impacted by ambient temperature is shown in Figure 11. We use the thermal control probe
station to provide accurate temperature control. More than 0.1 dB NF deviations are obtained with 3 ◦C
variations of the ambient temperature around 23 ◦C. For further optimization, we use a 3 dB or 6 dB
attenuator before the probe to improve the source match. Calculated by Equation (20), the uncertainty
reduces by about 25~40% (Figure 12). We choose the power sensor for noise calibration to avoid ENR
uncertainty in mm-wave applications and integrate the thermal control probe station to suppress
the effects of temperature fluctuation and electromagnetic interference. This solution thoroughly
overcomes the shortcomings of low speed with large fluctuation and high sensitivity to the ambiance
of the NF test. Table 5 shows the speed improvement of our method.

NF = 10lg(F) = 10lg(
SIn/NIn

SOut/NOut
), where S f or signal, N f or noise (18)

F = FMin +
4RN
Z0

∣∣ΓOpt − ΓS
∣∣2∣∣1 + ΓOpt

∣∣2(1− |ΓS|2)
(19)

∆NFDUT =

√√√√√√√√√√√
(

FSys
FDUT

· ∆NFSys)
2

+( FRcvr
FDUT GDUT

· ∆NFRcvr)
2

+( FRcvr−1
FDUT GADUT

· ∆GASys_dB)
2

+S((
FSys

FDUT
− FRcvr

FDUT GADUT
)∆ENRdB)

(20)

• F is noise factor, as a ratio, Fmim is minimum noise factor, NF is the dB quantity;
• ENRdB is the excess noise ratio of the noise source, in dB;
• The ∆ terms are the associated uncertainties, always in dB; and
• S = 1 for a single-frequency measurement.
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Table 5. NF measurement speed (in second).

Points NFA PSA EXA This Work

11 2.8 2.2 2.1 2
51 11 9 9 2.6
101 21 18 18 3.1
201 42 35 36 4.2

4. The Improvements for Measurement Efficiency

Aimed at solving the low efficiency of the traditional test system and simplifying its laborious
operation, we carefully compared different mm-wave instruments of many companies [36–39], then put
forward a new all-in-one wafer-level solution for MMIC automatic testing. The solution adopts the
dual-core hardware topology and a three-level software driver architecture. The solution uses the IPC
as the control center, the VNA as the data center, the thermal control probe station with electromagnetic
shielding as the on-wafer test platform, and the automatic test software is based on the three-level
driver architecture of the HMI (human machine interface).
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In terms of hardware, different from the former distribution mode (Figure 13), the dual-core
topology uses the IPC to configure the whole system and the VNA to acquire all the data (Figure 14).
Taking the architecture advantage of the modern VNA, the advanced calibration and measurement
method can be easily integrated, and the test system is remarkably simplified. The number of
instruments can be reduced from 10 (Figure 1) to, at most, four (Figure 15, the instruments surrounded
with a dotted line can be omitted). The VNA communicates with other instruments directly at the
hardware level, collects all the data together, and then sends them back to the IPC. Thus, we save
much time wasted by the communication between the IPC and each instrument, which improves the
efficiency and stability significantly.
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In terms of software, the drivers are defined at three levels: the main window, the functional
window, and the basic function driver. The benefit of this architecture is that the main program has the
virtue of briefness. Each driver does a simple and clear job, which is very convenient for distributing
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development and reduces the collapse probability significantly. The software combines the high
efficiency and flexibility of the C# language and the strong data storage and processing abilities of the
relational database. In this way, we can test different DUTs with high speed, and perform big data
statistical analysis and processing conveniently.
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5. All-in-One Solution and Measurement Results

Based on the improvement and optimization in Sections 3 and 4, we provide an all-in-one
wafer-level solution for MMIC automatic testing. Figures 16 and 17 show the whole system setup
and its software HMI. Figure 18 gives a photo of the system. Compared with the solution in Figure 1,
the fully-upgraded system has a much simpler structure and a more friendly and intelligent HMI.
After the accuracy and validity checking of the improved methods, we chose an X-band PA and LNA
(their main indicators are shown in Table 6) fully evaluated before to inspect and verify the whole
system. Figure 19 presents the screen of the VNA. Its six channels test the S-parameter, the gain
compression, the intermodulation distortion, the noise parameters, and the spectrum, respectively.
In Tables 7 and 8, we compare the test coverage, accuracy, and speed of our system with the traditional
one. An efficiency improvement of 11 times is achieved. In Figure 20, we exhibit partial windows
of the test result, and the windows of the auto screening and statistical analysis functions. Assisted
by the HMI, we can clearly comprehend all the parameter tendencies of each DUT varying with the
frequency or input power, and obtain the statistical distribution of each parameter in the test batch.
Meanwhile, all the test results are sent to the database automatically, which ensures the safety and
traceability of the results and provides great convenience for further deep analysis.

Table 6. DUTs’ main indicators for verification.

DUT Main Indicators

PA

Frequency range X-band
POut >34dBm
Gain >25dB
PAE >47%

LNA

Frequency range X-band
Gain >26dB

VSWRIn/VSWROut <1.8
NF <1.2dB
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Table 7. Test coverage and accuracy comparison.

Item Traditional Systems This Work

Test coverage
Poor, even assisted by complex

switching, partial indicators
cannot be measured

Good, all test in one contact

DC accuracy Good Good

S-parameter accuracy Good Better, without the influence of the switches

Power and non-linearity accuracy Moderate, with scalar correction Good, with full vector correction

Noise accuracy Poor, without vector correction Good, with full vector correction

Table 8. Measurement speed comparison (in seconds).

Item Traditional Systems This Work

ID and IG 22 <1
S-parameter 1 <1

POut and PAE 11 <1
2D GC List × 2

IMD × 2
NF >55 3

Spectrum >60 4
Switching 10 <1

Data Process 10 <2

Total >169 ≈15
Improvement - >11X

6. Conclusions

An all-in-one wafer-level solution for MMIC automatic testing has been presented and verified
in this study, aimed at better evaluating the modern highly-integrated MMICs. The OSL two-tier
de-embedding, the calibration verification model, an accurate PAE test method, and the optimized
vector cold source NF measurement technique are combined in our system to improve the test
accuracy. The system is designed based on a dual-core topology and three-level driver architecture.
The automatic test software takes the advantage of C# and a relational database. Compared with the
traditional test system, the new solution is much more simplified and efficient. By adopting these
optimizations and corrections, the accuracy and efficiency of the system is significantly improved.
Thanks to this method, we can obtain all the data of MMICs in only one contact and make the
large-scale on-wafer testing much easier.
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